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Adrian Mole's first love, Pandora, has left him; a neighbor, Mr. Lucas, appears to be seducing his

mother (and what does that mean for his father?); the BBC refuses to publish his poetry; and his

dog swallowed the tree off the Christmas cake. "Why" indeed.
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Teen angst has never been such serious business--or this much fun! In his secret diary, British teen

Adrian Mole excruciatingly details every morsel of his turbulent adolescence. Mixed in with daily

reports about the zit sprouting on his chin are heartrending passages about his parents' chaotic

marriage. Adrian sees all, and he has something to say about everything. Delightfully self-centered,

Adrian is the sort of teen who could rule a much better world--if only his crazy relatives and

classmates would get out of his way. The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole is a riot, and--although written

more than 15 years ago--there is something deliciously timeless about Adrian's angst. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

One of literature's most endearing figures. Mole is an excellent guide for all of us * Observer *

Marvellous, touching and screamingly funny . . . set to become as much a cult book as The Catcher

in the Rye -- Jilly Cooper A satire of our times. Very funny indeed * Sunday Times * --This text refers

to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.



Adrian Mole, the difference between what he writes and what he does.The character is fantastically

well developed even in the diary format.

Hilarious if you're old enough (not 13 3/4) to appreciate it. Very funny. Adolescence is a self

centered time of life and this delves into that in the funniest way.

This is hilarious! It captures the spirit of a certain kind of England better than any other work.

Ageless...

One of the great children's books - granddaughter thrilled.

Read this as a child myself and saw it on show so purchased it for my 10 year old daughter... she

loved it and it was nice to chat about it and being back memories of my childhood

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚ËœÃ‚ÂºÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¸Ã‚Â•

Just as good as I remembered from my childhood.

I first read this when I was in middle school. I bought it for a friend if mine as a gift (we are in college

now). It is genuinely hilarious, and interesting.

So funny... Couldn't stop reading it and I cannot wait to read the next book in the series
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